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MAXIMAL INVARIANT PROPER SUBGROUPS OF A FINITE GROUP By G. A. MILLER DEPARTMENT OF MATHEMATICS, UNIVERSITY OF ILLINOIS
Communicated October 20, 1941 In order to avoid misunderstanding it should be emphasized that a maximal invariant proper subgroup of a given group G is not necessarily a maximal proper subgroup of G although it might at first appear that the latter should include the former and that the term invariant should refer to a subdivision of maximal proper subgroups. The commonly used definitions of these terms are that a maximal invariant proper subgroup is an invariant proper subgroup which does not appear in a larger invariant proper subgroup of the group, while a maximal proper subgroup is a proper subgroup which is not found in a larger proper subgroup of the group. A necessary and sufficient condition that a maximal invariant proper sub-group of a group is also a maximal proper subgroup of the group is therefore that the corresponding quotient group of the former is of prime order.
There is a well-known group of order 120 which contains only one invariant proper subgroup and this is of order 2. The corresponding quotient group is therefore of composite order and hence this maximal invariant proper subgroup of the group is not a maximal proper subgroup of it. Some writers include the subgroup formed by the identity among the proper subgroups of a group while the majority seem to exclude the identity from the proper subgroups. We follow the latter custom and call the identity and the group itself trivial subgroups. The custom of including the group itself among its subgroups is widely followed although this is not universal. In such cases we aim to follow the most common usage irrespective of personal preferences based on inconclusive evidence. Unfortunately there are still many terms in the group theory literature, including the term group itself, which are being employed with widely different meanings, but the context usually exhibits the intended meaning.
Both the maximal invariant proper subgroups and the maximal proper subgroups were introduced into group theory on account of their applications in the theory of equations. The former were introduced by C. Jordan (1838 Jordan ( -1922 who proved the constancy of the factors of composition of a group, while the latter were emphasized by W. Dyck who proved that a necessary and sufficient condition that a transitive permutation group is primitive is that its subgroup composed of all its permutations which omit a given letter is a maximal subgroup of the group. When all the maximal subgroups of a group are also invariant subgroups of the group then the group is the direct product of its Sylow subgroups and vice versa. It has recently been proved that when all the maximal proper subgroups of a group are of the same order then the group is a prime power group and vice versa (see these PROCEEDINGS, 27, 445-448 (1941) In a solvable group the number of subgroups in a complete set of conjugate maximal proper subgroups is a power of a prime number since such a set is transformed under these subgroups according to a non-regular primitive permutation group which is solvable. Every non-regular primitive permutation group of degree n is the group of transformation of maximal proper subgroups since it transforms its n subgroups of degree n -1, composed separately of all its permutations which omit a given letter, in the same way as it transforms its own letters. On the contrary, an imprimitive permutation group cannot transform a set of conjugate maximal subgroups in the same way as it transforms its own letters because the subgroup formed by all its permutations which omit one letter cannot be maximal. It may be noted that when a group contains only one maximal proper subgroup it follows from the given general theorems that it must be a prime power group because all its maximal proper subgroups are of the same order and it must be cyclic because all of its maximal proper subgroups are of different orders. Hence it must be a cyclic prime power group, as is also otherwise evident.
We add as a matter of independent interest that the term abelian group is widely used in the recent literature of group theory but writers who desire to refer to its origin are apt to be perplexed by the apparently conflicting statements found in places where they are likely to look first. For instance, in the second edition, volume 1, "Enzyklopadie der Mathematischen Wissenschaften," page 6, 9 (1939), there appears a note stating that L. Kronecker speaks of abelian equations, and H. Weber of abelian groups in the first edition of volume 1, page 536, of his algebra. As the date of this algebra is 1895 one might at first be inclined to think that the term abelian group was adopted comparatively recently. In the "Encylop6die des Sciences Math6matiques," tome 1, volume 1, page 601, it is added that J. Perott used the term sulerien groups for abelian groups in American Journal of Mathematics, 11, 99 (1889) .
This matter is somewhat complicated by the fact that C. Jordan used the term abelian group, with a somewhat different meaning from that now commonly assigned to it, in his widely used "Trait6 des substitutions" (1870), and a little earlier, in Mathematische Annalen, 1, 584 (1869). It may therefore be of interest to note here that H. Weber used this term with its modern common meaning in Mathematische Annalen, 20, 304 (1882 The application of labeled carbon to the study of the metabolism of various biological systems has indicated that CO2 may play an important r6le in intermediary metabolism. Among the numerous heterotrophic, non-photosynthetic systems already studied in this connection are yeast,' Lebedev juice,2 various bacteria,'-6' 15 plant (root)1 8 and animal tissues.1, 9, 10, 11 The fungi comprise a large and important group of non-chlorophyllous heterotrophic organisms. Carbon dioxide assimilation by these organisms had never been investigated because they normally produce such vast quantities of CO2 that it would be impossible to detect CO2 assimilation by ordinary chemical methods. Since the use of labeled carbon has yielded valuable information concerning CO2 utilization it was of great interest to extend the radioactive carbon studies to an investigation of mold metabolism.
For a study of CO2 utilization by molds, we used strains whose general metabolic characteristics had been studied previously.12' 13, 14 These molds were:
(1) A strain of Rhizopus nigricans which forms large quantities of fu-
